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Edit Comments Share Series 1 of Peaky Blinders aired on BBC Two on 13 September 2013 and lasted six episodes. It was followed by Series 2. Summary[edit | edition source] Set in 1919, Birmingham, England, the ambitious gang leader of the Peaky Blinders, Thomas Shelby discovers that his crew is under the scrutiny of Belfast Chief
Inspector Chester Campbell, who was sent to clean up the city of crime. ll Cast[edit | edit source] List of episodes[edit | edit source] Image number Number of Images Airdate Writers Director Episode 1 1.1 September 1, 2013 Steven Knight Otto Bathurst Birmingham, 1919. Thomas Shelby controls the Peaky Blinders, one of the city's
most feared criminal organizations, but his ambitions go beyond running through the streets. When a box of weapons disappears, Thomas recognizes the opportunity to rise into the world. Episode 2 1.2 September 19, 2013 Steven Knight Otto Bathurst Thomas fixes a horse race, provoking the ire of local kingpin Billy Kimber. He also
started a war with the Gypsy family of the Lees. Meanwhile, Inspector Campbell carries out a vicious attack on Small Heath in search of the stolen weapons. Episode 3 1.3 September 26, 2013 Steven Knight Otto Bathurst Thomas plans to go to cheltenham races in order to get closer to Billy Kimber. Knowing the gangster's appetite for
beautiful women, Thomas invites Grace to join him. Meanwhile, some IRA sympathizers approach Thomas with an offer to buy the stolen weapons. Episode 4 1.4 October 3, 2013 Steven Knight &amp; Stephen Russell Tom Harper Thomas Shelby's war with the Lee family of gypsies escalates and Campbell puts even more pressure on
him to deliver the stolen weapons. Meanwhile, John Shelby plans to marry a former prostitute, but Thomas suspects she is still in the game. Episode 5 1.5 October 10, 2013 Steven Knight &amp; Toby Finlay Tom Harper Thomas has to deal with an IRA chief who came to Small Heath to avenge the death of his cousin. Meanwhile,
Campbell approaches the stolen weapons, and Grace has to decide whether her loyalty is with him or Thomas. Episode 6 1.6 October 2013 Steven Knight Tom Harper As Thomas prepares to expel Billy Kimber, hidden secrets are revealed and the family has to face the problems that have divided them. Meanwhile, Campbell, obsessed
with taking down the Peaky Blinders, unleashes one last plan to destroy them. Marketing[edit | edit source] Reference[edit | edit source] Community content is available in CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise noted. (a Guide to Titles &amp; Air Dates) Last updated: Wed, 19 Aug 2020 -1pm Episode list and details of: TVmaze • TV.com Available
Videos Appear Here - Powered by JustWatch Page 2 BBC EXCLUSIVE: Steven Knight's epic peaky gangster blinders wrapped up its 4th season in the UK last month, and with figures now tabulated, it scores as the most watched drama of 2017 on BBC Two. The season average was 3.3M viewers with a peak episode volume of 3.6M for
the finale —the highest audience for an episode of all time. O O also make it the most popular season for the Shelby clan. The averages of the previous season were 2.4M, 2.2M and 2.4M, respectively. In addition, the BBC iPlayer figures also reflect the popularity of the critically acclaimed drama. Each episode received more than 1M
requests in the seven days after the broadcast. Login data also shows that almost 60% of the iPlayer audience was under 35. Created and written by Knight, and produced by Caryn Mandabach Productions and Tiger Aspect Productions for BBC Two, the series is currently available on Netflix and will return for season 5 in 2019. It also
won five nominations today from the Irish Academy of Film and Television. Among them are Best Actor for Cillian Murphy, Best Director for David Caffrey, Best Supporting Actress for Charlie Murphy who just joined this year, Best Cinematography for Cathal Watters and Best Editing for Dermot Diskin. Season 4 saw the Shelbys return to
Small Heath while fighting their greatest enemy of all time, the New York Mafia. Recently presenting this season were Adrien Brody, Aidan Gillen and Murphy. Charlotte Riley and Tom Hardy returned for some episodes. Knight, who has projects in a West End musical version of the series as well as a possible film, says: Peaky continues
to grow not only as a TV show, but also as a cultural phenomenon. As manufacturers, we observe the creativity and invention of our fan base as closely as we watch the show. There is a great support engine behind the show around the world, even in countries where it is not officially available. The BBC has given us a free and open
platform to create something that other broadcasters may not have understood. The story will go on. For executive producer Mandabach, it is extremely gratifying to realize how connected our audience is with Tommy Shelby, his family and everyone in his orbit. Although the action has been going on for nearly a hundred years, Steve has
an unparalleled ability to make each character resonate as if they were alive today. Will Gould, also executive producer, says: Year after year, the best cast and crew come together to bring Steve's amazing scripts to life. It's proof to them, for Cillian and for Steve that this series goes from strength to strength in every way. And Patrick
Holland, controller of BBC 2, noted that Peaky Blinders gets better and better. It's such a distinctive, brilliantly crafted, beautifully acted series that Steven Knight, the production team and exceptional cast take it to another level. It's brilliant that such a broad and younger audience love the series as much as we do on BBC Two. We can't
wait for the next series! Sign up for Deadline Breaking News Alerts and keep your inbox happy. From Internet Movie Firearms Database - Guns in Movies, TV and Video Games The following weapons were used in season 2 of the television series Peaky Blinders: Webley .455 Mk IV Inspector can be seen armed with the .455 Mk IV
Webley in the opening scene of Episode 1. Donal (Rory Keenan) also has this Field Marshal Russell (Richard Marshall) has this revolver as his personal weapon (Episode 6) Webley Mk IV - .455 Webley Inspector Campbell takes aim at his Webley (season 1 images) [[Image:PeakyBlinders2s1-WebleyIV.jpg|thumb|none|600px| Rory holds
his Webley .455 Mk IV].] Rory puts the Webley .455 Mk IV on thomas's head The mother of the boy killed by Arthur Shelby points the Webley .455 Mk IV in Arthur (Episode 3). Webley .455 Mk VI The Webley .455 Mk VI is the personal weapon of Thomas Shelby (Cillian Murphy). John Shelby can be seen armed with this revolver in
Episode 6 Webley Mk. VI - .455 Webley Thomas checks his Webley .455 Mk VI The Webley .455 Mk VI is on a table Thomas targets his Webley .455 Mk VI [[Image:PeakyBlinders2e6-WebleyVI4.jpg|thumb|no|600px| Lizzie Stark (Natasha O'Keeffe) holds the Webley .455 Mk VI]] A Hard Man UVF dressed as a policeofficer holds the
Webley .455 Mk VI Smith &amp; Wesson Victory Model Royal bodyguards, UVF Hard Men, Alfie Solomons and Ollie (Adam El Hagar) can be seen armed with Smith revolvers &amp; Wesson Victory Model Smith &amp; Wesson Victory Model - a modified and parkered version of the .38 Special revolver , the Smith &amp; Wesson Model
10 - the Victory Model is chambered into .38 S&amp;W Ollie aims at the Smith &amp; Wesson Victory Model. Alfie owns the Smith &amp; Wesson Victory Model. Royal Bodyguard (Tim Delap) points out his Model of Victory Smith &amp; Wesson. UVF Hard Man takes aim at the Smith &amp; Wesson Victory Model at Thomas. A UVF
Hard Man (Brendan Gibson) holds his Smith &amp; Wesson Victory Model. Luger P08 One of Sabini's gangsters can be seen armed with luger P08 in Episode 1. Georgie Sewell (Sam Hazeldine) uses this pistol in Episode 3. Sabini uses Luger P08 in Episode 5. One of Sabini's gangsters can be seen armed with the Luger P08 with a
150mm barrel in the same Luger P08 - 9x19mm episode. A gangster points the Luger P08 at Thomas Georgie Sewell holds the Luger P08 Marine Luger P08 with 150mm barrel - 9x19 mm. Sabini's henchman holds the Luger P08 with a 150 mm M1911A1 barrel One of Sabini's gangsters can be seen armed with the M1911A1 in Episode
1. Thomas uses an M1911A1 captured in Episode 3 Pre-War Colt M1911A1 Pistol - Commercial Model known as the Colt Government Model - .45 ACP. A gangster points his M1911A1 at Thomas Thomas holds the captured M1911A1 Webley RIC Arthur Shelby (Paul Anderson) has a Webley RIC as his personal weapon. Webley RIC
No. 1 Second Pattern - .442 Webley Arthur holds his Webley RIC. Thomas unloads the Webley RIC. Webley Bulldog Aunt Polly has a Webley Bulldog as her personal weapon. Belgian copy of a Webley Bulldog caliber 32. A 19th-century ancestor to snob-back Aunt Polly points her Webley Bulldog at Thomas. The unidentified Ada Shelby
pistol (Sophie Rundle) can be seen armed with an unidentified compact semiautomatic pistol. This pistol looks like some Spanish clones of the Ruby Eibar yes, well, from time I'll be ready. Ada shows thomas his pistol when he says she's not safe. Side by side Shotgun Mario (Dorian (Dorian uses a sawn-off shotgun side by side during a
fight inside the Eden Club (Episode 1). Some Peaky Blinders use long-range shotguns and sawmill side by side in Episode 6 Sawed side by side with exposed hammers - 12 caliber Mario fires a shotgun into the ceiling to break a fight. Mario takes aim at the Shelby brothers. Charles Parker 1878 Side by Side Shotgun - calibre 12. The
Parker Gun Company was absorbed in Remington in 1934. 1934.
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